
Now you’ve got to grips with the basics of your
first MUD – TerraFirmA – it’s time to start
playing, and interacting with other players, for
real. Stay alert and think carefully.
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New TerraFirmA 
players start in a safe

Newbie zone where your
character is unlikely 

to die.

1 Log on to the internet and
head back to http://

terrafirma.terra.mud.org/.
Click on Play Now!

2Click on the
JAVA TELNET:

Connect To
TerraFirmA! button.

3The Java Telnet Applet: TerraFirmA window
opens. Maximize it. You’re asked: By what

name shall I call you? Type your previously
chosen character name and hit Enter.

4 Type in your password
and hit Enter.
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Game Tutorial

6 To enter the world of TerraFirmA type E and
hit Enter. You’ll begin in the Newbie zone.

1The first time
you enter the

game you start in
Once Upon A Time.
You’re unlikely to be
killed here – it’s a
safe area that
serves as a tutorial
for the game by
taking you through
storybook-themed puzzles. Read the introduction. If
you haven’t already activated colour, type colour
and hit Enter. The coloured text may provide hints.

2 To move north 
to the next room,

type N. (You can use
lower case type if you
wish.) You are now
standing in the Tree of
Knowledge – 1.
Explore all the options given to get the quickest
understanding of the game strategy.

TIPTIP
HANDLING
OBJECTS

To pick up objects and
credits, type get or

take before your
command. To get all
the objects in a room,
type t all. To put an
object into another

object, type put at the
beginning of the

command.

3Type info newbie to
obtain information for new

players. Press Return when
you’ve read it through.

5Read the Welcome screen,
then press Return to continue.
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4Keep looking around for
help. A notice is nailed to the

tree. Type ex notice to examine
what it says. One of the
Untouchables may currently be on the game – type users to see who
is available; don’t be shy to ask questions. You can also chat with other
players – here, Firefly seems ready to join in, and may offer help, too.

TIPTIP
MOBILES

Throughout the game
you’ll encounter

mobiles. These are
non-playing characters
and there are hundreds
around the land. Some

ignore you; others
attack; some are good;
some evil. Sometimes
you must co-operate
with a mobile to

complete a quest. If
you kill a good mobile

you’ll lower your
attitude, but killing an
evil one raises your
attitude. Check out

users if you’re unsure
what this means.

6At the end of Tree of Knowledge
you may like a map of Storybook

Village. Type ex map and hit Enter, or
type info village at any time. 7Move into the Library and out into the Village Square.

The Yellow Brick Road leads to all sorts of interesting
places. Completing the Shoemaker and Elves puzzle
gives you experience (and some nice boots!). Ermentrude
earned enough experience here to progress to level two,
Adventuress. Continue to The End of the Newbie zone.

5Type s to continue
south to the Tree of

Knowledge – 3. This area
explains how to use key
words when chatting. Don’t
shout too much. Continue
moving through the Tree of
Knowledge to pick up hints,
score details and much more.

Enter the Game

1On entering the game, players are in the Town of
Hamelin. To view a map of Hamelin, type info

hamelin and hit Return. Now you’re in the real world of
the game. The easiest two quests to kick off with are Farm
Quest and Majick Quest. To find the farm, move directly
south many times out of the town square.
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WATCH
OUTOUT

WATCH

!!
DEATH

You can die in
several ways. A

common way is dying
while fighting a tough
mobile. Other ways
include the dreaded

death rooms, traps, or
what are best

categorized as fatal
mistakes.

2You might stop off at the Turfe Taverne.
Here, you’ll find mobiles interacting. It is a

meeting place for all the players. You can order
food and drink from the barman (pretend you’re
an adult – after all, they’re cyber drinks!), read
messages on the bulletin board, and buy quest
hints from the bard. But watch out for fights!

4 To check out your current score
statistics, type sc and hit Return.

Ermentrude is still in excellent health so
far, but credit (money in pocket) is poor –
will have to do better! Ermentrude takes a
plate, but the Spider takes offense – a
battle begins. Players gain experience and
credits from fights, and even more from a
fight with several mobiles at once.

5To complete the Majick quest, continue
interacting with mobiles. Other quests

include Angels – here Ermentrude blows a
trumpet and is
summoned by
Gabriel, who
offers a
parchment in
return for
finding the
trumpet. 
Good luck!

3Use a hint from an enchanted object to
fight a mobile. This is the Majick bit in

action. The word to type in your command
line is chill, and the Gelf becomes engulfed
in a freezing cold blizzard. But let’s not give
too much away – you must get your brain
in gear to do well here!


